Currently images are key evidences in many judicial or other identification occasions, and image forgery detection has become a research hotspot. This paper proposes a novel motion blur based image forgery detection method, which includes three steps. First, a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based motion blur kernel reliability estimation method is proposed, which is used to determine whether an image patch should be involved in the image forgery detection process. Second, a shared motion blur kernels-based image tamper detection method is proposed to detect whether a group of motion blur kernels are projected from the same 3D camera trajectory effectively. Third, a consistency propagation method is proposed to localize tampered regions efficiently. Experiments on synthetic images and natural images show the availability of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the rapid development of image processing technologies, many tampered images appear without obvious traces, and image tamper detection algorithms are demanded to determine the trustworthiness of images. Image tamper detection is to verify the authenticity of an image, which is classified into two types, (1) active and (2) blind or passive [1] . An active image tamper detection method usually embeds additional information into the image, and image tamper can be verified according to the integrity of the embedded information. However, an active method usually requires specific hardware or software, which limits its usage. Compared with active image tamper detection, passive or blind tamper detection technique only uses the image without additional signature or watermark, making such type of methods more and more popular [2] . Currently there Fig. 1 .
The motivation of motion blur based image tamper detection, (a) shows that the camera can translate and rotate along X, Y and Z directions during the exposure time, (c) and (d) are blurred from (b) under different camera trajectories, (e) is tampered where the region indicated by the red circle is from (d) and the rest region is from (c). This paper is to detect and localize the tampered region based on motion blur. are plenty passive image tamper detection methods, such as copy-move detection [3] , blur type based image splicing detection [4] , lighting inconsistency based forgery detection [5] , and local noise inconsistency based forgery detection [6] , etc.
Motion blur is a common phenomenon in images taken by hand-held cameras. For a static scene, motion blur is determined by the 3D camera trajectory during the exposure time. Therefore, suppose 3D camera trajectories of two regions A and B in an image is Tra and Trb, if Tra is different with Trb, then regions A and B should be generated from two different camera shooting processes, and it can be confirmed that at least one region of A and B is tampered. Fig.1 gives an example of motion blur based image tamper detection. As shown in Fig.1(a) , the camera can translate and rotate along X, Y and Z directions. Fig.1(b) is the image when camera is static during the exposure time, Fig.1 (c) and Fig.1(d) are burred images of Fig.1(b) under different 3D camera trajectories, Fig.1(e) is a tampered image where the main body is copied from Fig.1 (c) but the region indicated by the red circle is copied from Fig.1(d) . Fig.1 (e) can be detected by motion blur based image tamper detection method. Note that Fig.1(e) is difficult for many other image tamper detection methods. For example, copy-move based methods can not be used as the source of the tampered region does not exist, and blur type based methods can not be used as all regions are with motion blur. Currently there are several image tamper detection methods based on motion blur [7] - [11] . However, there are a series of issues making these methods difficult to be applied in practice, such as unreliable motion blur kernels, ignoring the influence of depths of objects in the scene, and unreliable criterions for image tamper, etc.
This paper proposed a novel image tamper detection method based on motion blur. First, a convolutional neural network (CNN) based MBK reliability is proposed to determine whether an image patch should be involved in the image tamper detection process. Second, a shared MBK based image tamper detection method is proposed to detect whether a group of MBKs are from the same 3D camera trajectory. Third, a consistency propagation is proposed to localize tampered regions.
II. RELATED WORKS
Out-of-focus (defocus) blur and motion blur are common phenomenons in photographs. Out-of-focus blur is from defocusing of the scenario on the image sensor, and the blur kernel usually can be considered as a Gaussian kernel. Natural out-of-focus blur has some features, for example, out-offocus blur should be consistent along single object edges, and the order of depths of objects estimated from out-offocus blur should be consistent with the order of true depth of corresponding objects. The image forgery operations may destroy this feature, making out-of-focus blur can be the cue of image forgery detection [12] - [14] . Motion blur comes from the relative motion between the scene and the image sensor in the camera during exposure. Such relative motion may be brought in by the camera movement, or the object movement in the scene, or the both.
MBKs can be considered as projections of the relative motion trajectory between the scene and the camera during exposure at different locations, therefore the distribution of MBKs should be smooth. However, image tamper operations may destroy this feature, making it can be the cue for image tamper detection. There are already few image tamper detection methods based on motion blur [4] , [7] - [11] , [15] . Kakar et al. [7] detect motion blur in the image based on the motion-from-blur method proposed by Dai and Wu [16] , and segment regions with inconsistent blur which is believed as the cue of image splicing. As the motion-from-blur method only relies on the information of blurred edges, such method is only efficient along strong edges and cannot obtain robust blur estimation for the whole image. To overcome this issue, in [8] , Kakar et al. propose an image tamper detection method based on the MBKs discrepancies. They crop the image into overlapping patches and estimate the length and the orientation of the motion blur of each image patch based on the cepstrum of the images gradient map and the Radon transform [17] . Then image tamper can be identified if the lengths and the orientations of parameterized MBKs of two adjacent image patches are discrepant. Such method can work well when the image only has the in-plane translation. However, as directly depending on the discrepancy of MBKs of adjacent image patches, it will fail when rotation involves in, as discussed in [7] and [8] . To overcome this issue, [9] , [10] estimate nonparameterized MBKs of image patches using [18] , model the camera motion using transformation spread function (TSF) based on MBKs, and then identify tamper by comparing the MBKs estimated from the image patches and the deduced MBKs from TSF. The main issues of this method are that, first, the estimation of non-parameterized MBKs highly depends on the content of the image, and is inaccurate on small image patches, as discussed in [18] - [21] . Therefore, nonparameterized MBKs estimated from small image patches using general deblurring methods such as [18] may be not suitable for tamper detection. Second, when modeling TSF, the pixel-wise compatibility test is used to select motion blur kernels. However, the pixel-wise compatibility test is not rotation invariance, therefore such method may be not suitable for modeling rotation motion even if accurate nonparameterized MBKs can be obtained using [18] . Compared with [4] and [15] , the method proposed in [4] , [15] detect image tamper by only distinguishing out-of-focus blur and motion blur. However, it would fail in other cases.
III. MBK AND ITS RELIABILITY ESTIMATION

A. MBK Estimation
For a MBKs based image tamper detection method, estimating reliable MBKs from small image patches is essential, however, is very challenging as discussed in [18] - [22] . Recent years, deep neural network has made great progress in many fields, and several CNN based MBK estimation methods have been developed [22] - [27] . According to features of MBKs, these methods can be divided into two types: non-parameterized MBKs based methods and parameterized MBKs based methods. For methods using non-parameterized MBKs [22] , [24] , [27] , MBKs are supposed to be uniform over the whole image, which could reduce the difficulty of MBK estimation. As comparisons, in [23] , [26] , and [27] , parameterized MBK is considered which is a line with the certain length l and orientation θ . Main advantages of using parameterized MBKs are that, first, compared with non-parameterized MBKs estimation methods that are sensitive to the size and texture distribution of the image patch [18] - [22] , [22] , [24] , [27] , the parameterized MBK is more robust on the small image patch [8] , [16] , [23] , [28] ; second, this method does not depend on customized parameters; third, the parameterized MBK is naturally centralized, and does not have the translation invariance issue, therefore such method is suitable for MBKs based image tamper detection. As methods in [23] , [25] , and [26] can be used for MBKs estimation from small image patches, these methods can be used for MBKs based image tamper detection in this work.
Although with different frameworks, the core ideas of [23] , [25] , [26] are similar, that is, first establishing a dataset containing all possible MBKs, then training a CNN based classifier using blurry image patches as inputs and the indexes of corresponding MBKs as targets. For example, the method in [23] consists of two steps: local MBKs estimation and global smoothing. In the local MBKs estimation step, [23] considers totally 73 MBKs as candidates and proposes a rotation based method for MBKs extension. Such method can reduce the complexity of the CNN architecture, thereby reducing the difficulty of training. In the global smoothing step, a Markov random field (MRF) model is used to reduce estimation errors by smoothing the distribution of MBKs. Reference [25] adopts the same method of local MBKs estimation as [23] , but using a motion flow model to smooth the distribution of MBKs. Compared with [23] and [25] , the method in [26] directly use more MBKs as candidates without extension in the local MBKs estimation step. As a result, the complexity of the CNN architecture and the difficulty of training increase, while the accuracy of MBKs estimation is nearly the same with the methods in [23] and [25] . In this paper, to detect image forgery based on MBKs distribution inconsistency, MBKs must be estimated from small image patches rather than the whole image. As discussed above, methods in [23] , [25] , and [26] are suitable for this paper. And compared with the method in [26] , the local MBKs estimation method in [23] and [25] is more effective, therefore is adopted in this paper with certain modification.
The local MBKs estimation method in [23] consists of two stages, training and classification. In the training stage, first, an image database DB 1 with n 1 fixed-size clean image patches is established. Second, a MBKs database DB 2 with all possible parameterized MBKs is established, suppose the number of MBKs is n 2 . Third, each image patch in DB 1 is blurred by every MBK in DB 2 , resulting totally n 1 × n 2 blurry image patches. For each blurry image patches, if it is blurred by the i -th MBK, then its label is i . All blurry image patches with their labels constitute a database DB 3 . Fourth, all blurry image patches with their labels in DB 3 are used to train a CNN, where all blurry image patches are used as inputs, and corresponding labels as targets. In the classification stage, an image patch with the same size as blurry image patches in DB 3 is input into the trained CNN, and the output is the index of the estimated MBK.
In [23] , the size of the input blurry RGB image patch is 30×30×3. Although using smaller image patches can improve the resolution of the tamper detection result, but it would introduce more estimation errors of MBKs. In [23] , a MRF model is used to adaptively smooth the MBKs distribution. However, for image tamper detection, such postprocessing procedure can not be used. Therefore, in this paper, the size of the image patch is set to 120 × 120 × 3, which is similar to [9]- [11] . As a result, two convolution/ReLU layers and two max-pooling layers are added in front of the CNN used in [23] , resulting a 10-layer CNN CNN 1 , the structure is C1-M2-C3-M4-C5-M6-C7-M8-F9-S10. M2, M4 and M6 are max-pooling layer over 2 × 2 cells with stride 2, C1, C3, C5 and C7 are convolution layers, where C1, C3 and C5 are with 96 filters (7 × 7), C7 is with 256 filters (5 × 5), F9 is a fully connected layer with 1024 neurons, S10 is a softmax layer with 73 labels. Meanwhile, to establish the blurry image patches database, 1,000 RGB images are selected from PASCAL VOC 2012 database which are considered without motion blur, and then blurred by all 73 parameterized MBKs. For each blurry image, 10 120 × 120 image patches are randomly selected, resulting in totally 730,000 blurry images in DB 3 . Taking an image patch as the input of the CNN, if the i -th entry of the S10 output is the maximum, then the i -th MBK in the MBKs dataset is considered to be MBK of the image. More details of the CNN and its training process are referred to [23] .
B. MBKs Reliability Estimation
Using CNN 1 trained in Section.III-A, the MBK of an image patch can be estimated. If the absolute error of the length of the estimated MBK is greater than 2, or the absolute error of the orientation of the estimated MBK is greater than 6 o , then the corresponding blurry image patch is labeled unreliable, otherwise the corresponding blurry image patch is labeled reliable. These blurry image patches with labels reliable or unreliable constitute a database DB 4 , which is used to train a CNN CNN 2 . CNN 2 has the similar structure with CNN 1 , but S10 is a soft-max layer with 2 label, in which the first entry indicates the possibility of reliability, and the second entry indicates the possibility of unreliability. In practice, to make the result more reliable, the threshold of the possibility of reliability is set to 0.7, which means that only when the first entry of the output of CNN 2 is greater than 0.7, the corresponding estimated MBK is used for image tamper detection. Fig.2a is the result using [23] , and Fig.2b is the result of the method in this paper. The size of the original image is 800×1000, and the ground true MBK is linear with length 15 and orientation 45 o . When carrying out MBKs estimation, first the whole image is divided into non-overlapped grids, the size of each grid is 30 × 30. For [23] , the MBK is estimated from the whole image patch in each grid, while for our method, the MBK is estimated from the image patch which is at the center of the grid, and the size is 120 × 120. In Fig.2b , image patches highlighted by pink indicate that MBKs on these patches are reliable. From Fig.2 it can be seen that our method can estimate MBKs and identify unreliable image patches. Table. I gives the errors statistics of [23] and our method of all image patches in DB4 in Section.III-A. From Table. I it can be seen that, the ratio of reliable patches to total patches is 74.31%, which means that totally 25.69% image patches are not suitable for MBK based image tamper detection and should be excluded. Note that results of [23] in Table.I are  TABLE I   MBKS ESTIMATION ERRORS USING DIFFERENT METHODS the estimations without the smoothing process using the MRF method, and results of our method are only from reliable patches, meanwhile our method use larger image patches, therefore results are much higher than that of [23] .
C. Results
Fig.2 gives an example of MBKs estimation, where
IV. MBKS INCONSISTENCY DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION
For a ideal MBKs based image tamper detection method, 3D camera trajectories of all image patches are obtained and MBKs inconsistency detection is carried out. However, it is impractical, because a MBK as a 2D projection can correspond to multiple 3D camera trajectories. To overcome this issue, instead of estimating 3D camera trajectories directly, this paper estimates the MBKs consistency based on shared MBKs.
A. Camera Pose Space
For each camera pose, there are six parameters to be estimated, three rotations and three translations along X, Y, and Z directions. To simplify the camera poses space, [19] , [20] , [29] [30] , [31] used {θ X , θ Y , θ Z }, and [32] showed that both of these approximation works well. In this paper, to model the camera motion trajectory in the poses space, {T X , T Y , θ Z } are used, as did in [19] , [20] , and [29] .
B. Shared MBKs Estimation and Reconstruction
For a MBK K i , given the camera pose space , all possible camera poses corresponding to K i can be obtained by scanning the camera pose space using Eq.1, shown at the bottom of the page, where {K i (x) , K i (y)} is the location of the projection of the camera pose {T X , T Y , θ Z } in K i , and C i x , C i y is the central coordinate of the images patch corresponding to K i . All of these possible camera poses corresponding to K i constitute i . Note that i may correspond to multiple 3D camera trajectories. Suppose there are N MBKs, {K i }, i = 1, . . . , N, the shared camera posesˆ can be obtained bŷ = 1 ∩ 2 . . . ∩ N , thenˆ is projected to each image patch, resulting a set of shared MBKs K i , the whole process of shared MBKs estimation is show in Algorithm.1.
If all MBKs are projected from the same 3D camera trajectory, then their corresponding camera poses sets would 3 Obtain the corresponding poses set i by scanning the camera pose space using Eq.1; 4 Obtain the sharing poses setˆ = 1 ∩ 2 . . . ∩ N ; 5 for i ← 1 to N do 6 for each pose inˆ do 7 Obtain K i (x) and K i (y)) using Eq.1;
be the same. As a result, all shared MBKs should be equal to corresponding MBKs: K i =K i . If one MBK K j is projected from a different 3D camera trajectory, its camera poses set will be different with others. As the shared poses setˆ = 1 ∩ 2 . . . ∩ N , if j contains camera poses sets of all other MBKs: {∪ i } ⊂ j , i = 1, . . . , N and i = j , then K i =K i , i = 1, . . . , N and i = j , mean-
Therefore, if one or more shared MBKs are different with corresponding MBKs, then these MBKs are projected from different 3D camera trajectories, and the image should be tampered.
One important issue is how to identify K i =K i . During the projection from the 3D grid to the 2D grid, the integral process in Eq.1 leads to a issue that K i =K i can not identified using the point-by-point comparison method. As the parameterized MBK is identified by its length and orientation, K i =K i can be determined by whether l =l and o =ô, where l, o,l, and o are lengths and orientations of a MBK and its corresponding shared MBK, respectively.
To obtain the length and the orientation of the shared MBK robustly, in this paper Hu moments are used. ForK i , firstly zero and first orders Hu moments are obtained:
where (x, y) is the location inK i , M 00 i is the zero order moment, M 10 i and M 01 i are the first order moments, M 20 i , M 02 i and M 11 i are the second order moments. Then the orientationô i ofK i can be obtained by:
To obtain the lengthl i ofK i , after obtainingô i ,K i is rotated by −ô i , and projected onto the X axis and the Y axis, and lengths of the projections are denoted by len x i and len y i , respectively. Thenl i andô i can be determined by,
l minor i will be used to determine whetherK i is convergent. Thenl andô can be used to reconstruct shared MBKs.
C. Consistent MBKs Region Detection
If a group of MBKs are projected from the same 3D camera trajectory, they are considered consistent. The shared MBKs method can identify whether MBKs are projected from the same 3D camera trajectory, however, to identify tampered MBKs, the shared MBKs method needs to scan all possible combinations of MBKs, which is very time consuming. In this section, a consistency propagation method (CP) is proposed for MBKs inconsistency detection and localization. Starting from a MBK K * as the seed set , CP first obtains shared MBKs for each MBKs, then find all MBKs that are equal to corresponding shared MBKs, and set these MBKs as the seed . CP performs above steps iteratively, until K * / ∈ , or | r | ≤ | r−1 |, where r is the iteration time and | r | is the number of items in r . Details of CP are shown in Algorithm.2.
Algorithm 2: The Consistency Propagation Method
Input: the MBKs set {K 1 , K 2 , · · · K N }, a selected MBK K * as 1 . Output: r : the MBKs consistent region with K * as the seed. 1 Initialize | 0 | = 0, r = 1. 2 while | r | > | r−1 | and K * ∈ r do 3 Obtain the shared poses set based on r ; To make Algorithm.2 more robust, when l i ≤ 2 and
In Eq.16, ifl minor i > 5, thenK i is not convergent, andl i andô i are unreliable. Therefore l i is set to a large number to make K i =K i . Such situation usually occurs at the first iteration of Algorithm.2 when the location of K i is far away from the seed MBK, as the top-right MBK shown in Fig.6(e) .
D. MBKs Segmentation Based on Inconsistency
Algorithm.2 can obtain a region with consistent MBKs from a seed K * . As the whole MBKs may consist of multiple MBKs consistent regions, by repeatedly executing Algorithm.2, all MBKs can be segmented into multiple regions based on MBKs inconsistency. To do this, every MBK has a label α which indicates the region the MBK belongs to. In the initial stage, α = 0, which means that this MBK has not been classified. Note that a MBK may belong to multiple regions, e.g., if K i belongs to Region 1 and Region 2 simultaneously, then α i = {1, 2}. Details of MBKs segmentation based on inconsistency is shown in Algorithm.3. In Algorithm.3, MBKs consistent region detection using Algorithm.2 is only carried out on the region whose area is greater 9 and the maximum length of MBKs of this region is greater 3. It is from the observation that when the length of a MBK is equal or less than 3, then it is usually unreliable. Meanwhile, a region whose area is equal or less than 9 can be considered as noise. Finally, when a MBK belongs to multiple regions, it will be set to the region with the minimum error, as the conflict resolution process shown from Line 14 to Line 16 in Algorithm.3. if it belongs to multiple regions then 16 Set it to the region with the smallest l × θ of these regions using Eq.16 and Eq.17; 17 return j ;
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section two types of experiments are carried out. In the first type of experiments, the proposed the proposed MBKs inconsistency detection and localization method is tested directly on the synthesized MBKs distribution, to verify its effectiveness. In the second type of experiments, some natural images are used to test overall performance of the proposed method. All experiments are carried out on a Workstation with a Intel Xeon E5 CPU (2.5GHz), 128GB RAM memory, and a TitanX video adapter with 12GB GPU memory. Fig.3 gives four examples to show the relationship between MBKs and their corresponding shared MBKs, where from left to right are MBKs, shared MBKs, and reconstructed shared MBKs using lengths and orientations estimated from shared MBKs. In figures in the first column, MBKs are projected from the same 3D camera trajectories, where MBKs highlighted by blue and red are used as seeds to generate shared MBKs, however the MBK highlighted by red in Fig.3j is tampered. In Fig.3a , only one MBK is used as the seed. From Fig.3b and Fig.3c , the difference between a MBK and its shared MBKs become larger following with the distance between the MBK and the seed MBK. The second row is similar with the first row, but with a different seed MBK. Fig.3g usually all MBKs as seeds, and shared MBKs are equal to Fig. 3 . Examples of the relationship between MBKs and their corresponding shared MBKs, where from left to right are MBKs, shared MBKs, and reconstructed shared MBKs using lengths and orientations estimated from shared MBKs. In figures in the first column, MBKs are projected from one 3D camera trajectory, therefore they are consistent. MBKs highlighted by blue and red are used as seeds to generate shared MBKs, and the MBK highlighted by red in Fig.3j is tampered and inconsistent with other MBKs. Fig. 4 . MBKs segmentation based on inconsistency, where (a) consists of two regions with MBKs projected from two different 3D camera trajectories, and the two regions are highlighted by red and blue, respectively. (b) is the result of MBKs segmentation based on inconsistency using the proposed method, where different MBKs consistent regions are highlighted by different colors. From Fig.4 it can been that the proposed method can detect MBKs inconsistency successfully. their corresponding MBKs. Fig.3j also uses all MBKs as seeds, however, due to one MBK is tampered and inconsistent with other MBKs, all shared MBKs are significantly different with their corresponding MBKs. Therefore, for a MBKs distribution, if the shared MBKs are significantly different with their corresponding MBKs, then it can be confirmed that one or more MBKs are inconsistent with other MBKs in the distribution. Fig.4 gives an example of MBKs segmentation based on inconsistency using the proposed method, where Fig.4a con- sists of two regions with MBKs projected from two different 3D camera trajectories, and the two regions are highlighted by red and blue, respectively. Fig.4b is the result of MBKs segmentation based on inconsistency using the proposed method, where different MBKs consistent regions are highlighted by different colors. Note that at the bottom of Fig.4a , these two MBKs distributions are close to each other, making it difficult to distinguish them. However, from Fig.4b it can be seen that, using the conflict resolution method in Algorithm 3, the proposed method can detect MBKs inconsistency successfully. one MBKs consistent region has been obtained, therefore in the sixth iteration, a new seed MBK is selected. After the conflict resolution step in Algorithm.3, the result as shown in Fig.4b is obtained .
A. The Experiment on Synthesized MBKs
B. Experiments on Natural Images
In this section, experiments are carried out on natural images blurred by specific MBKs. Methods in [8] and [10] are tested as comparisons. Two examples are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.8 .
In Fig.6, Fig.6(1) is a original sharp image, Fig.6 (2) is a tampered image based on (a), where two regions are spliced and blurred by different MBKs, which are highlighted by white closed curves. For the left region, the MBK is a linear kernel (10, 45) , and for the right region, the MBK is a linear kernel (10, 135) , where the first item and the second item are the length and the angle of the MBK. Fig.6(3) gives the detection result of the method in [8] , and Fig.6(6) gives the corresponding estimated MBKs distribution. In Fig.6(3) , the purple and the yellow color indicate two MBKs consistent regions. As the yellow region is smaller then the purple region, then the method in [8] identifies that yellow region is tampered. However, the two tampered regions with different MBKs are considered to be consistent with each other, which is not correct. Meanwhile, the outlines of the two tampered regions can not be obtained accurately. Fig.6(4) gives the detection result of the method in [10] , and Fig.6(7) gives the corresponding estimated MBKs distribution. In Fig.6(4) , the purple color indicates tampered regions, which is not accurate. Fig.6 (5) gives the detection result of the proposed method, where purple, red and yellow colors indicate three MBKs consistent regions, which accurately detect tampered regions. Fig.7 gives the iterations process of the proposed method. The whole process includes 11 iterations, which is finished in 5 seconds except obtaining MBKs. In Fig.7(1) , the pink color indicates the reliable regions estimated by the proposed method, and the purple region is the seed randomly selected. From Fig.7 (2) to Fig.7(5) , using the proposed consistency propagation method (Algorithm 2), the regions consistent with the seed can be obtained step by step. Then as shown in Fig.7(6) , as there is no further region consistent with the seed, a new seed is selected randomly in the rest region with the maximum connection domain, which is highlighted by green, and the consistency propagation method is carried out again. This process stops when the maximum connection domain is less than 9, as defined in Algorithm 3. Finally, all regions with consistent MBKs can be obtained, as shown in Fig.6(e) .
In Fig.8, Fig.8(1) is the original image, Fig.8(2) is the tampered image, where the region bounded by the red rectangle is blurred by a linear MBK (15, 0) , and the region bounded by the green rectangle is blurred by a spiral MBK with the center at the top-center of the image, and the angle is 10 degrees. Fig.8(3) give the detection result of the method in [8] , and Fig.6(7) gives the corresponding estimated MBKs distribution. In Fig.6(3) , the purple and the yellow color indicate two MBKs consistent regions. As the purple region is smaller than the yellow region, the method in [8] identifies that the purple region is tampered, however, is not accurate. Fig.6(4) gives the detection result of the method in [10] , and Fig.6(8) gives the corresponding estimated MBKs distribution. In Fig.6(4) , the purple color indicates tampered regions, which is not accurate. The main reason of the failure of the methods in [8] and [10] may be from the fact that the image in this experiment is lack of texture, making the estimated MBKs errors very large when using the methods in [8] and [10] . Fig.6(5) gives the detection result of the proposed method, where purple and yellow colors indicate two MBKs consistent regions, which accurately detect tampered regions. Fig.9 gives the iterations process of the proposed method. The whole process includes 8 iterations, which is finished in 4 seconds except obtaining MBKs. In Fig.9(1) , the pink color indicates the reliable regions estimated by the proposed method, and the yellow region is the seed randomly selected. From Fig.9 (2) to Fig.9(4) , using the proposed consistency propagation method (Algorithm 2), the regions consistent with the seed can be obtained step by step. Then as shown in Fig.9(5) , as there is no further region consistent with the seed, a new seed is selected randomly in the rest region with the maximum connection domain, which is highlighted by purple, and the consistency propagation method is carried out again. This process stops when the maximum connection domain is less than 9, as defined in Algorithm 3. Finally, all regions with consistent MBKs can be obtained, as shown in Fig.8 (5) .
In addition, totally 1000 tampered images are synthesized. The synthesis process is as follows. For a sharp image without randomly selected from the image dataset, it is first resized to 2000*2000, and then blurred by a linear MBK where the length is randomly drawn between 10 and 20, and the angle is randomly drawn between 5 and 10. In the next step, two 200*200 image patched are randomly sliced from other original images. The image patch is blurred either by linear MBK, or by spiral MBK. For linear MBK, the length is randomly drawn between 10 and 20, and the angle is randomly drawn between 5 and 10. For spiral MBK, the center is coincident with the image patch and the angle is randomly drawn between 5 and 10. The the two blurred image patches are pasted at randomly locations on the background image but without overlap. For a image tamper detection method, if the two pasted regions can be detected, and ratio of the area of error detection and the pasted region is less than 10%, then the method is considered to be successful for this tampered image.
Finally, Table. II gives comparisons of tamper detection accuracies of different methods. For the type I experiments, the tampered images are synthesized as aforementioned, and for the type II experiments, the overall synthesis process of the tampered images is the same with that of type I, but the background is not blurred. The accuracy is defined as the the ratio of the number of correctly classified image patches to the total number of image patches to be detected. Note that for our method, unreliable image patches are not included into the number of image patches to be detected. From Table. II, compared with methods in [8] and [10] , the accuracy of the proposed method has much higher accuracy of image tamper detection.
VI. CONCLUSION
Image tamper detection is an important part of Digital Forensics. This paper first discusses some key issues of motion blur based image tamper detection, and then proposes a novel image tamper detection method based on motion blur inconsistency. The proposed method includes three steps. In the first step, MBK and its reliability is estimated using CNN. In the second step, a shared MBKs based image tamper detection method is proposed to detect whether the distribution of MBKs is consistent. In the third step, a consistency propagation method is proposed to localize tampered regions efficiently. Compared with state-of-the-art methods, the proposed method can reliably detect and localize tampered regions. Although motion blur based image tamper detection has some natural limitations, it can be used as a supplement to other image tamper detection algorithms.
